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Learner name    Assessor name 

 Chris Baker 

Date issued Completion date Submitted on 

April 2013 June 20th  June 20th  

Qualification Unit number and title 

Level 3 Diploma in Music Unit 40: Working and Developing as a Musical Ensemble 

  

Assignment title THEMED Theatre Performance Assignment 3 (Rev) Music from the 60’s 70’s 80’s 90’s & 00’s 
 

In this assessment you will have opportunities to provide evidence against the following criteria.  
Indicate the page numbers where the evidence can be found. 

 

Criteria 
reference 

To achieve the criteria the evidence must show that  
the student is able to:  

Task 
no.  Page numbers 

GC1 
P1 explain the elements of musical ensembles 
M1 illustrate the elements of musical ensembles 
D1 analyze the elements of musical ensembles 

 

1b 

 

2 

GC2 

P2 plan as a musical ensemble competently with limited tutor support 
M2 plan as a musical ensemble confidently with total Independence 
D2 plan as a musical ensemble demonstrating mastery of the processes 
involved 

 

1a, 4 

 

2 

GC3 

P3 develop as a musical ensemble competently with limited tutor support 
M3 develop as a musical ensemble confidently with total independence 
D3 develop as a musical ensemble demonstrating mastery of the processes 
involved 

 

5,6 

 

2 

GC4 

P4 perform as a musical ensemble with minor errors that does not detract from 
the performance. 
M4 perform as a musical ensemble competently. 
D4 perform as a musical ensemble with flair and interpretation. 

 

3 

 

2 

 
Learner declaration 

I certify that the work submitted for this assignment is my own and research sources are fully acknowledged. 
 
Learner signature:  Date:  

 



 

Assignment brief 

Unit number and title Unit 40: Working and Developing as a Musical Ensemble 

Qualification Level 3 Diploma in Music 

Start date  

Deadline  20th June 2013 

Assessor C.Baker. 

 

Assignment title THEMED Theatre Performance Music from the 60’s 70’s 80’s 90’s & 00’s 
 

Scenario Theatre Performance Southwark College 
 
 
 

Task 1a You will be required to select ONE track (COVER or ORIGINAL) In keeping with the agreed theme. Music from the 60’s 
70’s 80’s 90’s & 00’s 
 

Task 1b On your BLOGS you will be required to comment critically on your ensembles rehearsal progress. You will demonstrate an 
understanding of key elements of musical ensemble by referring to organization; communication, musical interaction, listening skills; 
co-operation; repertoire; strengths and weaknesses. 

Task 2 You will be required to manage and rehearse a group of no less than 4 performers 
 
 

Task 3 Using techniques discussed in class you will be required to perform on your chosen instrument in front of a theatre audience 
and to camera.  
 
 
 

Task 4 You will be required to design and implement a rehearsal schedule leading up to the performance You will be required to 
submit one form of notation (lyrics, chord charts, guitar tab)  
 

Task 5 You will be required to form and develop as a musical ensemble competently  

Task 6 You are required as a team, rehearse original or cover material 
 

 
This brief has been verified as being fit for purpose 

Assessor  

 



 

Assessor's comments 
Qualification 

Edexcel Level 3 Diploma in 
Music 

Assessor name C.Baker 

Unit number and title 
Unit 40: Working and 
Developing as a Musical 
Ensemble 

Learner name  

 

Grading criteria Achieved? 

P1 explain the elements of musical ensembles 
M1 illustrate the elements of musical ensembles 
D1 analyze the elements of musical ensembles 

 
 

P2 plan as a musical ensemble competently with limited tutor support 
M2 plan as a musical ensemble confidently with total Independence 
D2 plan as a musical ensemble demonstrating mastery of the processes involved 

 
 

P3 develop as a musical ensemble competently with limited tutor support 
M3 develop as a musical ensemble confidently with total independence 
D3 develop as a musical ensemble demonstrating mastery of the processes involved 

 
 

P4 perform as a musical ensemble with minor errors that does not detract from the performance. 
M4 perform as a musical ensemble competently. 
D4 perform as a musical ensemble with flair and interpretation. 

 
 

 

Learner feedback 

 

Assessor feedback 

 
 

Action plan 

 
 

Assessor signature  Date  

Learner signature  Date  

 
 


